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European Parliament press seminar

Migration and asylum: a challenge for Europe

Tuesday 8 and Wednesday 9 December 2015
European Parliament, Brussels

#MigrationEP
Programme

Tuesday 8 December 2015

08:30 -17:00 NATIONAL PART (1)

National seminars and meetings with MEPs
Sweden, Denmark, Latvia, Hungary, Croatia, Slovenia, Greece

17.15 - 18.00, Paul Henri Spaak building, room PHS 04B001

Exchange of views with Martin Schulz, President of the European Parliament
Moderated by Jaume Duch Guillot, Director for the Media, Spokesperson for the European Parliament

Wednesday 9 December
József Antall Building (JAN), room 6Q2

08:00 Arrival and registration

08:45 - 09:00 Opening and technical briefing

 Ioannis DARMIS, Head of Media Services Unit
 Isabel Teixeira NADKARNI, EP Press Officer
 Rikke ULDALL, EP Press Officer

09:00 - 09:30 The role of the European Commission

 Dimitris AVRAMOPOULOS, Commissioner for Migration, Home Affairs and
Citizenship (tbc)

09:30 - 10:15 Migration and asylum as seen by international organisations

 Sophie MAGENNIS, Head of Policy and Legal Support, UNHCR Bureau for
Europe, Brussels
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10:15 - 11:30 MEPs´ views on migration and asylum policies (Rapporteurs)

 José Manuel FERNANDES (EPP, PT) - Co-rapporteur 2016 general budget
 Sylvie GUILLAUME (S&D, FR) - EU common list of safe countries of origin
 Timothy KIRKHOPE (ECR, UK) - Permanent relocation mechanism for asylum seekers
 Cecilia WIKSTRÖM (ALDE, SE) - Changes to the Dublin rules
 Ska KELLER (Greens/EFA, DE) - Relocation mechanism for asylum seekers

Moderated by Marco Zatterin, La Stampa

11:30 - 12:30 How should the EU deal with the increase in migration?

According to the opinion poll Parlemeter 2015, conducted in September this year, while Europeans still see
unemployment as the most pressing challenge facing the EU, immigration has leapt up the agenda into second place in
the space of two years. In addition, most Europeans favour a common global approach to migration policy. Moreover,
nearly 8 out of 10 respondents (78%) think asylum seekers should be better distributed among all the Member States.

Screening of EuroparlTV video on Parlemeter poll, followed by debate

 Elissabet  VOZEMBERG-VRIONIDI (EPP, EL)
 Kashetu KYENGE (S&D, IT), Co-rapporteur on the situation in the Mediterranean

and an EU approach to migration
 Malin BJÖRK (GUE/NGL, SE)
 Laura FERRARA (EFDD, IT)

Moderated by Marco Zatterin, La Stampa

13:00 Sandwich lunch

*  *  *

14:30 -18:00 NATIONAL PART (2)

National seminars and meetings with MEPs
United Kingdom, Ireland, Poland, Portugal, Hungary, Slovenia, Greece, Cyprus, Slovakia, Italy

Contacts in the EP press service
Ioannis Darmis +32 498 98 32 69
Damián Castaño +32 498 98 33 35
Raffaella De Marte +32 485 54 51 60
Isabel Teixeira Nadkarni +32 498 98 33 36
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European Parliament press seminar on Migration and Asylum

On 8 and 9 December, the European Parliament press service is holding a press seminar on
Migration and Asylum legislation, coinciding with a moment in which Europe is faced with a
significant influx of migrants and refugees. According to EU border agency Frontex, more than
710,000 people - mostly from Syria, Afghanistan and Eritrea - have arrived at Europe's external
borders in the first nine months of this year.

Hundreds of thousands of people fleeing from war and poverty are travelling to Europe in search of safety
and a better life. As the EU searches for the best approach to deal with this unprecedented increase in
migration, MEPs are pressing for a comprehensive and fair asylum system.

The situation outside the EU

The refugees seeking shelter in the EU only represent the tip of the iceberg; for example only 6% of the four
million Syrian refugees have headed for Europe. Some 1.8 million refugees are in Turkey, while another 1.2
million are in Lebanon, a country of 4.4 million inhabitants.

What Parliament is doing

In a December 2014 resolution, MEPs called for a comprehensive EU approach to migration and demanded
a greater effort to prevent the loss of life at sea. In April this year MEPs called in a resolution for binding
quotas for distributing asylum seekers among all EU countries, bigger financial contributions to resettlement
programmes, better cooperation with countries outside the EU and tougher measures against people
traffickers. In July, the Parliament approved an extra €69.6 million to help EU agencies such as Frontex cope
with the migrant influx.

On 9 September MEPs backed temporary emergency rules to relocate an initial total of 40,000 asylum
seekers from Italy and Greece to other EU member states. In a resolution adopted on 10 September, MEPs
welcomed proposals by the European Commission presented the day before during the State of the Union
2015 debate and declared themselves ready to work on draft laws to set up a solid migration and asylum
policy.

MEPs backed on 17 September a proposal to relocate 120,000 asylum seekers staying in Italy, Greece and
Hungary to other member states. During the debate in plenary the day before, most MEPs criticized member
states' failure to act and called for urgent action and long-term European asylum and migration mechanisms.

On 14 October, Parliament approved an extra €401.3 million in EU funding to manage the refugee crisis. The
funds will go to EU the countries hardest hit by the refugee inflow, to non-EU countries hosting the most
Syrian refugees and to three EU agencies handling most refugee-related tasks.

Parliament and Council to co-decide on migration and asylum rules

The European Commission's current proposals under the co-decision procedure, on which Parliament and
Council legislate on an equal footing, are for:

 A permanent relocation mechanism for asylum seekers within the EU
 An EU common list of safe countries of origin
 Changes to the Dublin rules for determining which member state is responsible for processing

applications for international protection of unaccompanied minors
 A review of the EU Visa Code, including provisions on humanitarian visas
 A legal migration measure on entry and living conditions for non-EU students and researchers.

Upcoming proposals:
 Strengthening Frontex's mandate and creation of a European Border Guard System (December

2015)
 "Smart Borders" proposal on an entry-exit system to prevent overstaying in the EU, and thus

irregular migration (expected for Spring 2016)
 Revision of the Blue Card directive (expected for Spring 2016)


